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'i formation voltage, found to be typically 12 to 15 A/volt.

Porous layers may be formed thicker without such limitation.

In this work, anodization was performed on vacuum or

sputter deposited aluminum films typical of those used for

interconnect metal for integrated circuits. Substrates were

thermally oxidized silicon wafers. The anodization consisted of

a two step operation. A layer of soft anodized aluminum was

first formed using sulfuric acid electrolyte. This anodized

\0 layer was then subjected to a boric acid hard anodization.

- Single level and multilevel capacitor structures were formed

and dielectric evaluation performed. Effective dielectric

contants of up to approximately 70 ,volume resistivities of up

to 1.2 x IO18 ohm-cm and breakdown voltages up to 2.38 times

that of the hard anodization forming voltage were observed.

Cleaved SEM cross sections were examined and indicated a

dense amorphous alumina layer was formed. This is in

agreement with reported observations that amorphous alumina

has better dielectric properties than crystalline layers.

vi
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of thin film oxides has increased greatly in the

last ten years because of their wide and diversified applications

in the fabrication of microelectronic devices. The performance

of these devices is highly dependent on the quality of the insula-

ting films used in them. This thesis will deal with the dielec-

tric properties of a novel type of aluminumn oxide and will

examine its potential for use in a multilayered capacitor with

a high density energy storage capability.

While dielectric properties of barrier anodic thin films of

aluminum oxide have been investigated by several groups of

researchers, most studies have centered on films under 1 OGOA

thick. A few isolated tests have been performed on films up to

one micron, but generally, the focus of attention has been on

how these films behave in a microelectronic environment at

voltages not exceeding 15-20 volts.

Storage of electrical energy in thin, solid dielectrics has,
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to this point, received much less investigation. Most of these

studies have centered around conventional electrolytic or ceram-

ic capacitors. Aluminum oxide has an excellent thermal

conductivity which is the primary concern for high frequency

pulse-discharge devices. It is also light weight and inexpensive

to fabricate. Though the dielectric properties of both the 'soft'

and the 'hard' oxides have been well documented, little has been

written on what will be referred to as 'soft/hard' anodization.

In order to properly present the advantages and disadvantages

of this two step process, it is necessary to give some back-

ground on each of the two former one step processes and their

3 dielectric properties.

Conventional Wet Anodization of Aluminum

Porous or 'soft' oxides have been used for protective coat-

ings in the metal industry since 1923 and the barrier type or

'hard' aluminum oxide has 'leen used for electrolytic capacitors
2 '

since the early 1900's. Wet anodization is the well known

process of electrolytic (electric field induced) oxidation of a

metal. When aluminum is made the positive electrode (anode),

:;f'.h A R
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3 and is placed in an electrolyte (current conducting medium) with

a cathode, a current will pass through the cell. As the current

is passed through the cell, the aluminum is converted to

U aluminum oxide (A120 3) layer by layer. Since the oxide grows

atomistically, its adherence to the bulk metal or substrate is
3,4

excellent. The wet anodization technique for dielectric film

growth is superior to other techniques (i.e. plasma

anodization or reactive sputtering) because precise control of

the thickness of the film can be achieved and because there are

3 fewer defects owing to the self-healing nature of the process.5

QV In a normal, dry oxygen ambient, aluminum will quite

quickly acquire a I0A - 50A thick layer of native oxide. Two

different types of oxide (nine different phases) can be formed by

anodization depending on the type of electrolyte, the current

density, and the bias conditions used during the anodization.

A non-porous hard oxide will be formed initially in either

the hard or soft anodization. Under the influence of the applied

potential, oxygen and hydroxide ions which both have a negative

ionic charge are driven toward the anode. These anions

penetrate the existing oxide layer and combine with positively

Id a&
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3 charged altuminum ions from the metal substr-ate to form an

oxide/hydrate coating at the metal/oxide interface.' If the

electric field is strong enough and the electrolyte can dissolve

the metal, aluminum ions will be torn away from the oxide

layer. In the H2 S0 4 electrolyte, this produces an aluminum salt
7,8

Asolution, aluminum sulfate.

When the electrolyte is weak, the oxide film being formed

is inhomogeneous in composition; the oxide layer contacting the

electrolyte contains a surplus of oxygen while the one next to

the metal has a surplus of aluminum. These two layers are

interspaced by a region with a more stoichiometric composi-

tion. The dimensions of the oxygen ions exceed by a. factor of

2.6 those of the aluminum ions (1.3A and O.5A respectively).

For this reason, the aluminum ions diffuse much easier

through the oxide layer than the oxygen ions and the region of

more stoichiometric composition is displaced closer to the
9

surface of the electrolyte.

An aluminum oxide with a surplus of oxygen is a p-semi-

L. conductor and with a deficiency of oxygen, an n-semiconductor.

Therefore a p-n junction with an intermediate layer of a dieler'
-"

"% *V~~'p*%
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tric is formed in the oxide film obtained. Figure 1 illustrates

this point.

electrolyte aluminum

., i - layer
n- layer

S -width variable

+I
S I I I

+ C '

layer thickness

Figure 1 Qualitative structural diagr'ami of
wet anodized aluminum oxide. I layer is of
variable width but is closer to electrolyte/
oxide interface.

W

,,,I..
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Porous Aluminum Oxide

Sulfuric and chromic acids are the two most common

electrolytes for soft oxide growth. The use of sulfuric acid as

an electrolyte was patented in 1927 in England by Gower and

O'Brian. Chromic acid does not promote corrosion of aluminum

so unintentional trapping of the solution in pores, cracks, or

crevices is not a problem; however, only three microns of

growth can be achieved with its use. Chromic acid also costs

more than sulfuric acid and presents pollution and waste
L . to

problems. Therefore, sulfuric is the preferred electrolyte.

In solution, the H2SO 4 dissociates to form SO4  ions.

These ions drift toward the anode under the influence of the

applied potential. At the oxide/electrolyte interface, two

oxygen atoms may be pulled from the negative ion and the

remaining S02+ + can combine with two nearby H20 molecules

to reform H2SO4. The two displaced protons will find their way

to the cathode via the proton switching mechanism and the two

oxygen atoms can combine with Al ions to form A120 3.

Some water is needed for the proton switching mechanism

but too much water will tend to increase the number of Al U,

. ..

.%A

%,,
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ions that pass through the oxide and into the solution. In sulfur-

ic solution, much of the water is tied up in acid hydrate as

opposed to being 'free' water. The addition of glycol to electro-

lytes is a good method to reduce the amount of free water and is

often used. However, this will tend to lower the pH of the bath

which also lowers the current density during the anodization.

The desired pH level can be raised by titration with a base such

as NH4 OH.

After the initial hard oxide layer has formed, the growth k
proceeds as an advancing front with most of the new soft oxide

forming at the hard oxide/soft oxide interface. The porous

structure appears as densely packed, hexagonal columns with

each column containing a tiny central pore. See Figure Two.

Billions of pores are formed in each square inch of aluminum

oxide. See Table One. The pores allow anodizing electrolyte to

be carried to the advancing barrier front where the new growth

is occurring. The oxide will continue to thicken until equili-

briun between new oxide growth and dissolution of the existing
6

oxide is established. Thicknesses of up to 500 microns have

been obtained in soft anodization.

h .'
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Figure 2 Structural diagram of porous
aluminum oxide. Pores provide the electrolyte
with access to the region of primary growth -- :I

the thin, initial barrier layer at the oxide/al-
uminum interface. 3

The porous nature of soft oxide detracts from the ideal

dielectric since it allows contaminants and moisture to pene-

itrate. The pores can be sealed by boiling the oxide for 15 to 25

minutes. During the sealing process, the oxide lining of the

pores is converted from amorphous oxide to a monohydrate

(boemite and/or bayerite) which results in an increase in

volume and the pores close to seal the surface.
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Electrolyte Voltage Pors/in

(x l09)

H2 SO4  15 498

20 334
30 179

Cr03  20 140

40 52
60 27

Table I Number of pores in soft or porous
A12 0 3 film. 3

Polymer sealing has been used in thin film aluminum

passivation instead of 'vapor' sealing to reduc - the dielectric

constant and increase the electrical resistance to current flow.

Vapor sealing creates water of crystallization which lowers
12

resistance and raises the dielectric constant of the layer.

Generally, soft alumina has not been utilized to a large

extent as a dielectric but has seen a great deal of service in

corrosion protection.

The anodization set-up is illustrated in Figure Three while

the typical voltage characteristic is given in Figure Four; the

current density is constant.

lb,
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. Platinum, wire-mesh cathode

Aluminum coated wafer
as anode

- Figure 3 Wet anodization set-up showing front
~and side views.
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bfl,

.14 1

!%

time

Figure 4 Typical current and voltage charac-
teristics for a soft or porous anodization
cycle. Dotted line shows the point at which
nearly all of the film of aluminum has been
anodized.
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Barrier Oxide Anodization

Barrier or hard anodization has been the focus of a great

deal of research. Although it has dielectric properties that are

generally better than those of the soft oxide, its growth is

limited and purely hard oxides are generally not produced

thicker than 6000A. The oxide's dielectric properties tend to

degrade with increasing thickness when processed with the

conventional wet anodization method. Since there are at least

nine different phases of aluminum oxide, not counting hydrates,

listed in the ASTM powder diffraction file, it is not unreason-

able to expect different phases to occur when different deposi-

tion techniques are used.

Except for the change of electrolyte, the anodization set-up

is the same as for the soft anodization. Conventionally, the

process proceeds as follows:

I. The current density is maintained at a set value (e.g.
2

I mA cm ) by means of a variable series resistance with the

desired anodization voltage set on the power supply.

2. Initially, the anodization is carried out at a constant

current density by reducing the series resistance from

'U
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maximum to zero.

3. The process is then allowed to continue at constant

voltage until the anodization current density decreases to an

ultimate minimum limit (e.g. lpA cm ) at which point the

anodization is terminated.

4. The oxide film is washed thoroughly with DI water and

baked in air with time and temperature varying considerably

among researchers.

The total amount of time in the bath varies from only a few

minutes to several hours. Figure Five shows typical anodizing

cycles for different anodization voltages.

Although many weak electrolytes have been utilized in the

hard anodization process, boric acid and tartaric acid have been

used most extensively. As Table Two shows, boric acid solu-

tions have been found to be better overall than tartaric acid.

It has been shown that when glycol is used with boric acid,

the current efficiency is unity, i.e., that all the charge passed
14,15

is used for oxide formation.

Polycrystalline alumina has poorer dielectric properties ,a

than the amorphous film. Forming at current densities below
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-4 -- - - 400

to 350
- 300

(*4

E - 250

- 200

10 -2 210

"50

50

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

time (minutes)

Figure 5 Current and voltage characteristics
for several conventional anodization cycles
producing hard or barrier aluminum oxide. s

_2

0.25mA cm promotes crystalline oxide growth. The crystal-

line oxides grown at high current densities are of the y-A120 3

phase and those grown at lower current densities are of the y'- '.'

Al 20 3 phase. However, as will be shown , the rate of change

of the current density is more important to the crystalline

formation than the level of the current density.

",

V1
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Anodizing Capacitance Loss tanRent Breakdown Leakage current
voltage density at at 100 kHz voltage density at 5V
(V) 100 kHz (X .00 1) (V) (A/cm })(p'/ mm2)

Boric acid electrolyte
11

50 920 15.7 40 3.5 x 1t

100 500 15.2 82 2.0 x 10 I1

150 320 14.5 120 1.4 x 10 It

400 114 9.25 315 0.5 x to"

Tartaric acid electrolyte

50 902 18.4 33 4.8 x 10

100 493 16.8 60 3.2 x 10
150 309 15.3 75 2.1 x 10

400 104 14.1 190 1.0 x 10

Table 2 Properties of aluminum oxide films
rown in boric acid and tartaric acid electro-
ytes under similar environmental conditions.

The films grown in a bath with a higher anion concentration

contain more electrolyte byproducts and exhibit better dielectric

properties. This suggests that the presence of electrolyte

byproducts in barrier anodic films can be beneficial with regard

to their performance as dielectrics because the byproducts tend
17

to retard the formation of partially polycrystalline Al 2 0 3 .

2 3*.

I r ~ 'II ''I 'I I'l , W ''I, '
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It has also been shown that wet anodizations taking place in

Icolder temperature electrolytes produce superior dielectric

films. The low loss in an oxide layer formed by low

temperature anodization can be explained as follows. As is

well known, non-porous A120 3 films are obtained by aluminum

anodization only over a limited pH range. At low tempera-

ture, the reduction in number of ions in the electrolyte makes

the pH value favorable for such a process. This is even more

effective because At 20 3 formation is an exothermic reaction

which should be favored at low temperatures. For these

reasons, films formed by low temperature anodization should

have low porosity as well as a low dielectric loss. Research

done with halide ions has shown that these ions inhibit the

growth of the oxide in the following decreasing order:

chloride > bromide > iodide > fluoride.'8

Physical Properties of Hard Alumina

It must be noted that both the physical and dielectric pro-

perties reported in the literature vary substantially, therefore,

care should be taken to observe the differences in experimental

methods and conditions. It should also be noted that in regards

It'
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to the reported rates of growth of the oxide, most estimates of

actual oxide thickness are based upon previously reported

growth rates as opposed to measurement.

Researchers who have actually measured oxide thickness

have reported growth limits based upon the forming voltage of

between 12.0 A/V to 15.0 A/V depending primarily upon the

choice of electrolyte and the temperature.

From the anodization cycles, it is evident that the film

acquires its maximum resistance during the first few minutes

of the constant-current mode, indicating that most of the thick-

ness of the film is accumulated during this short period and that

during the period of the constant-voltage mode the density of the

oxide film is increased as the holes and depressions in the film

are filled in.

Once a certain phase of the oxide has formed, it is not

necessarily a permanent condition. On the contrary, research

has shown that many different transformations can take place in

which one phase is actually converted to another phase or

phases. If the aluminum substrate has any hillocks or other

P. Z*
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topological pr-,rusions, islands of polycrystalline alumina can

form as Figure Six below illustrates.

region of excess
oxygen void

AI+++
N. y'-A] 03

Al++ Al substate'

Figure 6 Schematic of a cross section of an
alumina film. The polycrystalline island
forms first in the region of fewest excess ions
and spreads laterally. 19

From the shape and location of the crystalline y'-alumina

islands, it is evident that the islands nucleate near the middle

of the carrier oxide layer and develop relatively rapidly in the
19

lateral direction during the growth of the hard oxide layer.

This is possibly due to the location of the most stoichiome-

tric At 20 3 and would support the previously stated hypothesis

that anodization by-products as well as excess ions tend to

suppress the formation of polycrystalline AI 2 0 3 .

4 . d . . * * . . . *,*. .
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20
Bernard and Russel have shown that cracks and voids in the

hard oxide can contain 02 which acts as a dielectric but can

cause instability of the dielectric properties of the film as a

whole.
14

Chen and Hutchins have shown that the number of crystal-

line growth sites and hence the extent of crystallinity varies

with the crystallographic orientation of the aluminum substrate

as well as with the current density. Their reported data

suggests that the crystalline anodic oxide grows by transforma-

tion rather than by direct deposition. Hard oxide that wasaw
grown on (0) oriented grains of the aluminum substrate was

thicker and less crystalline than oxide grown on other surface

orientations. The rate of growth of the crystalline sites in-

creases markedly with anodization temperature.

Diffraction patterns of these islands correspond to the y'-
14

At 20 3 structure which is a less ordered form of y-AI 2O '

Each crystalline area is surrounded by a transition layer

approximately 5Onm wide which varies according the formation ""

voltage. These transition layers represent intermediate stages

between the amorphous and fully crystalline oxide and indicate

O
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that the amorphous to crystalline transformation may be a
14 21,22

fairly complex multistage process. Alwitt has shown
that amorphous thermal oxide formed during a heat treatment

prior to the anodization results in highly crystalline anodic

oxide films and postulated that the thermal oxide transforms

more readily because it is more ordered. Post anodic heat

treatments at 8000 C of amorphous oxide also shows a transfor-

mation to the y'-Al 2 0 3 phase.

Hard oxide films that are subjected to a prolonged anodiza-

tion (e.g. 1000 min or more) at the formation potential thicken

into a porous structure similar to that of porous films formed A

in aggressive electrolytes. Pore colonies are observed to form
23

at both the oxide/electrolyte and oxide/metal interfaces.

Dielectric Properties of Hard Oxide

In addition to the parameters of the wet anodization process

there are other factors which infiuence the dielectric behaviour

of hard (and soft) anodic alumina. The purity of the aluminum,

the post-anodization bake, and the ambient humidity all affect

how the oxide behaves electrically.

Merrill and West demonstrated that the purity of the

• , .A-
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aluminum substrate had a dramatic impact on the dielectric

strength of the oxide with an increase from 6KV/mil with

a foil purity of 99.99 to nearly 9KV/mil with a foil purity of
24

99.999.

25
Gubanski and Krowinski noted that conduction in the hard

films is unstable with time, independent of the electrolyte used.

The instability is eliminated by a prolonged post anodization

heat treatment and is possibly due to further film formation and

adsorbed water expulsion.

Odynets et al. reported that humidity in the air gave rise to

a large spread in their results though it should be noted that

their samples were anodized in an aqueous electrolyte. 2

Generally, the capacitance density decreases with increas-

ing frequency but the change is small. Figure Seven is from
5

data obtained by Ahmad and Singh and shows this dependency.

Capacitance density also varies according to the formation

voltage is illustrated in Figure Eight. Notice that the relation-

ship is-not linear as would be expected.

Figure Nine shows the time -n dependence of capacitance

.0 ! *% A- - J' P-' p
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Figure 7 Typical frequency response of Cd for
an hard oxide film. Vf was IOOV. s
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Figure 8 Typical variation of the capacitance
density with the anodization's forming voltage
measured at 100kHz. s
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27
which Birey found was due to an increase in thickness rather

than a change in the dielectric constant.

19

17

15 -
135

9

200 100 600 800
time (hours)

Figure 9 Typical capacitance variation with
aging time for a thin, hard oxide film I15A
thick. 27

The relative permittivity of a conventionally formed hard
28

oxide is between 3.5 and 4.0 for ultrathin films and increases

asymptotically toward its bulk value with increasing thickness.

Figure Ten below gives an example of this. The bulk value of Er

has been reported to be as low as 7.0 and as high as 15.0 but is

generally thought to be between 8.0 and 10.0.

1,
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40 A
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frequency (kHz)

Figure I I Variation of the dielectric constant
with frequency for several thin, hard oxide
films ofAl20 28

23'

29

Boeva et a . reported that at audio frequencies the dielectric

constant increases sharply with temperature, but this depen-

dence is less pronounced at higher frequencies.

Figure 12 shows how the breakdown voltage varies with the

forming voltage in a conventional anodization. These data points

can be thought of as points of destructive breakdown as opposed

to Figure 13 which illustrates the relative amount of non-

. ~
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3 destructive clearings versus the forming voltage for a given

number of tests.

4W

300

200

0 /

o

100

0 I I I I Il

0 100 200 300 400

anodization forming voltage ()
Figure 12 T ical destructive breakdown
voltage versus lorming potential character-
istic. The test voltagedV/dt was 2V/sec. 5

It has been proposed that the localized partial crystallization of

amorphous material is a transformation which immediately

precedes an electrical breakdown event in a barrier anodic
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dV/dt = 1.85 V/sec
C n =500

tot

0

70 80 90 t00oopercent of forming voltage

Figure 13 Typical breakdown voltage distribu-
tion of hard aluminum oxide. Five hundred
tests were performed. 15

17 15

film. De Wit and Crevecoeur found that if the polarity in a

breakdown test is reversed, that the breakdown field is lower.

They also noted that when the temperature is lowered to - 196°C

the breakdown field increases by approximately 20%.

When considering dc resistivity (or conductivity) it should

be noted that the value obtained is dependent upon the applied

field as well as the oxide thickness and this dependence is not

linear. If the density of localized states is high, the dominant

IV -. 9t
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U process of carrier injection into the insulator is by direct

tunneling into the localized states. If the insulator has very

few localized states in the forbidden gap, charge carriers are

predominantly injected over the contact barrier. Figure 14

shows how the conductivity varies with the applied field for i

several thin films. Figure 15 shows how conductivity varies

with oxide thickness.

0016 2

_1 S'

E 12 Tn

6

2 _ ___ 
__

5 t0 15 20 25

Figure 14Tyia lfld dndcf the d.c.
conductivity for several thin oxide films of
alumina. Notice that the conductivity is
considerably greater as the test potential
approaches the forming potential for each film
(Vf thickness/15 A/V. 28

fJ
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Figure 15 Typical variation of conductivity
versus oxide thickness characteristics using
two different testing fields. 28

.'

The dissipation factor (DF) is strongly dependent on the post
29

baking of the Al 2 0 3  and is known to increase sharply with

increasing temperature at IkHz. Figure 16 shows how the DF

varies with the forming voltage, and Figure 17 shows its

Mrelationship to the applied signal frequency. Since the thickness

of the anodized hard oxide formed in the conventional manner

has been shown to increase linearly with the forming voltage,

Figure 16 also represents, qualitatively, the variation of the DF

with thickness as well.

F .. . ~
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Figure 16 Typical variation of the dissipation
factor versus forming potential characteristic
tested at frequency of 1OOkHz5 .
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0

Figure 17 Variation of the dissipation factor i

with frequency for a hard oxide film of"
alumina anodized with a 100 V forming

voltage. s5:::

'U,

The increasing value of the DF (or tan 6J with decreas-

ing thickness implies that a polarization mechanism with a !

long relaxation time (interfacial polarization )becomes .

more effective as the film thickness decreases. Also, the

depndence of the DF on the applied frequency shows that the

~contribution of interfacial polarization increases with decreas-

'-4i4
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ing frequency especially in thinner oxide films which have a
28

greater density of voids or flaws.

It is known that the contribution of polarization mechanisms

with long relaxation times increases at lower frequencies.

Furthermore, the interfacial polarization produced in distinct

regions separated by voids and/or flaws is expected to contri-
28

bute more as the film thickness decreases.
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II. SOFT/HARD ALUMINUM OXIDE

With the ultimate purpose in mind of storing a large amount

of electrical energy (e.g. 106 joules) in a multilayered, thin

film, solid dielectric capacitor, an unconventional (though not

unprecedented) approach to alumina formation was examined.

Alumina has a good thermal conductivity which is the primary

concern for high frequency pulse-power devices. It is also

I light weight and inexpensive to fabricate. Though the dielectric

properties of both porous and barrier oxides of Al 2 0 3 have been

documented, little has been written on what shall be referred to
24

as the soft/hard anodization. Merrill and West examined a

soft/hard oxide but their electrolytes were aqueous and their

anodization procedure followed the conventional course as illus-

trated in Figure Five. Their soft anodization was carried out in

oxalic acid as opposed to sulfuric and their results differ con-
a.:

siderably from those observed herein.

In the soft/hard process, as the name implies, an alumi-

34
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nized silicon wafer is first wet anodized to produce a layer of

soft alumina and then anodized in a different electrolyte to

produce a hard oxide. Presumably, several phases of the Al 2 0 3

are present after such an anodization. p

If this process could be utilized to create a film with a

highly determinable growth pattern, good dielectric and thermal

qualities, and low cost in product and man-hours, then it might

be a good candidate of which to construct an high energy storage

device.

In the following section, breakdown, resistivity, permit-

tivity, capacitance, oxide growth, and humidity effects are dis-

cussed.

Procedure

The anodization set-up is the same as in Figure 3. Alumi- ".,

nized silicon wafers were first anodized in a sulfuric acid

electrolyte at five to six degrees Centigrade. An ice bath was

used to keep the temperature constant. This electrolyte was

prepared by diluting the acid volumetrically 1: 10 with deionized

water. During this step, the current density was maintained at

a constant 1.50mA/cm2 . This value was calculated by consid-

I.
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ering the area on the one side of the wafer facing the cathode

and in the electrolyte as being active. In this way, the number

of Coulombs used could be easily calculated.

In the second step, these same wafers were anodized in a

boric acid solution. This was prepared by mixing powdered

H3 BO3 (3% by weight) with deionized water. In order to lessen

the free water content of the electrolyte, the solution was dilu-

ted volumetrically 1:20 with ethylene glycol. The pH was ad-

'-S justed by titration to 5.0 with a small amount of NH4 OH. This

pH, though lower than reported in the literature, was found to

give better and more controllable results at the 5-6 degree "

temperature.

During this second step, the voltage across the electrode

was held constant. As can be seen in Figure 5, this procedure

is somewhat different than the conventional anodization and was

chosen because of its controlability and repeatability. It was

also noted in the literature that polycrystalline formation was

found to begin early during the conventional anodization process.

It was hypothesized by this researcher that this formation was

due not only to the current density but also to its rate of

%#Lv P
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change and could be caused to take place later in the anodization

if the initial current was made to rise rapidly and then

allowed to fall. By following this anodization procedure, the

current density did rise extremely rapidly through the reported

value needed for enhanced polycrystalline formation in the early

part of the anodization.

Presented in Figures 18 and 19 below are sample voltage

versus time and sample current versus time characteristics for

the 85 wafers ( approximately 270 capacitor structures ) that

were anodized.

Physical Properties

It should be noted that the criterion for stopping the hard

anodization step was when Idi/dtl fell to less than 0.4mA/min.

The current density at this point. varied with the applied poten-

tial. This criterion was established as the result of an effort to

eliminate the crystalline islands that appeared in the oxide when

the process was allowed to continue beyond this point. Figures

20, 21, and 22 below illustrate how the utilization of this cri-

terion helped eliminate the polycrystalline islands.

i°
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14

13 Typical VF vs. t for Soft Step
12

11 -

10
9

=I 7

6p0 4

Time (Minutes)

Figure 18 Typical forming voltage character-.
istic for the porous anodization. Nine minutes
of anodization with a constant current density
of about 1.5 mA/cm 2 at 60 centigrade in the
sulfuric acid electrolyte produced a 6000 A
thick oxide.
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Elimination of crystalline islands in order
to achieve maximum dielectric strength.

Previous soft anodization then 200V
forming voltage during hard anodization.

Hard Anodization stopped after 45 minutes.

,.025 mcm2

'Is -V

I r.

Figure 20 This dark field photo shows the
large number of polycrystalline islands that
form in the oxide when the anodization is
greatly 'prolonged' (i.e. allowed to anodize
well past the optim(n cut - off point. 800x
magnification).
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Identical conditions as above but hard anodization
stopped after 11 minutes. J E .15 mA/cm2

Figure 21 Notice in this figure the reduced
number of y' alumina islands in the otherwise
amorphous oxide. This anodization was only
slightly prolonged (800x magnification).

4L
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I

Identical conditions as above

hard anodization stopped when

d t =A.4mAmin.

J -. 3mA/cm2

Figure 22 This dark field photo of the oxide
film shows that the formation of the undesir-
able islands can be eliminated using dJ/dt as
the cut - off criterion (800x magnification).
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It is well known that the dielectric properties of the amor-
16

phous oxide are better than those of the polycrystalline film

It was supposed by this researcher that reduction or elimination

of the poylycrystalline sites would lead to better, overall

dielectric properties. This, indeed, was found to be the case as

will be discussed later.

In the process of developing this cut-off criterion, several

undesirable conditions were encountered. First, the current

density was found to be extremely sensitive to the pH of the

electrolyte. When the pH was above 5.2, a high current densi-

ty (current density increased with pH) promoted the formation

of small clear domes on the surface of the oxide. These domes

caused a decreased field gradient and lower current density in

the local area promoting the formation of sites of polycrystal-

linity. See Figure 23 below.

Secondly, the absence of a thorough clean of the wafers

before aluminizing resulted in weak spots and ruptures in the

anodized film. See Figures 24 and 25 below.

Thirdly, prolonged anodization was found to promote the

growth of the polycrystalline sites as well as the formation of

.5
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Figure 23 When the pH of the hard anodization I?

electrolyte was raised above 5.2, clear
'domes' of an unknown by-product formed on
the surface. Transformation of the amorphous
alumina to a polycrystalline phase was much
more rapid under the regions covered by these
domes ( 134x magnification ,.
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Figure 24 A thorough surface clean of the
substrate is critical. The figure above shows
one of the results of an improper clean (134x
magnification).
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S

Figure 25 The substrate can be seen through
this hole in the anodized aluminum. Any
surface irregularity will cause field intensifi-
cations and thus present sites of more likely
breakdown (335x magnification).
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ruptures in the oxide (note that these sites result in a short

circuit when the counterelectrode is deposited). See Figures

26, 27,and 28 below.

U
4r,.

Figure 26 Large, multi phase crystalline
formation resulting from a prolonged anodiza-
tion (335x magnification).

i 
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SFigure 27 This defect in the oxide formed
near the electrolyte miniscus. Notice the
radial breakdown points (335x magnification).
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Iw

bi

Figure 28 Ruptures in the oxide which expose
the aluminum and would cause a short if a
counter electrode were deposited. The silicon
dioxide substrate can be seen through the
ruptures. These sites occurred during pro-
longed anodizations (13 4x magnification).
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It should be noted that the point of termination of the

anodization immediately preceded the point at which the current

began to flucuate in its continued slow decline. Some research-

ers attribute this flucuation to the effects of etching.

In addition to the elimination of the polycrystalline islands,

the cloudy film covering typical of higher voltage barrier

anodization was also eliminated. Temperature and humidity as

well as the pH played important roles in determining the

current density during the hard anodization step. Both low

temperature and high humidity tended to suppress the current

density. The latter observation was noted most readily by

comparing the current characteristic of a sample that exper-

enced a pre-hard anodization bake with that of a sample that

went straight from the soft anodization to the hard anodization.

After the second anodizaton, the wafers were well rinsed

and baked at 225°C for about 40 hours and a counterelectrode

was applied in an evaporator using a shadow mask. Figure 29

below shows the resulting capacitor structures.

It was observed that a densification of the porous oxide

started at the interface of the initial hard layer and soft oxide.

F~.U.
, ' ; ¢. . ., ,YX' ' - ',< .:.'[..-';.1 , ;,- ,.' , :'-..' ..,.,,. .. , .. " " v., " . . -.
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CAPACITOR STRUCTURE

Aluminum

[II IIOxdeAluminum'jDEII~i OxOiid

E Substrate 
V.

Top.View Cross Section

- Post bake at 2000 C
j- Shadow mask

Figure 29 Capacitor structures were created
by using a mechanical shadow mask during an
aluminum deposition to create counter elec-
trodes.

In addition to the densification of the porous oxide, the initial

hard layer grew thicker but at a much slower rate than the

former densification.

The transformation takes place first at the bottom of the

L soft oxide for the following reason. The soft oxide film formed

initially appears as illustrated in Figure 30.
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I
pores

40,

greatest concentration
or aluminum ions

Figure 30 Region of highest concentration of
aluminum ions is first to convert to 'hard'
oxide.

The pores provide avenues for the hard anodization electro-

lyte to access the region of highest Al + ions which is at the

bottom of the oxide. Because of these excess ions, this lower

region converts to an hard oxide first. The transformation

progresses upward as the highest density of Al ion shifts.

I A forming voltage of 500V was sufficient to densify approx-

imately 3500A of the soft oxide as well as thicken the initial

i~~~~% -Aauiumin 4
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.I hard layer to approximately 400A. It was also observed that

if the soft anodization was allowed to progress only to its point

of maximum potential (usually less than one minute), a hard

anodization forming potential of 500V did create at ieast one

.-k micron of hard or hard-like oxide. It should be noted that this

is not the same mechanism observed during the sealing of soft
z

oxide pores in a post anodization boil. As discussed in an

earlier section, the sealing process is typified by the uniform

sealing of the pores caused by the formation of a monohydrate

h such as boemite or bayerite. In the soft/hard anodization, a

definite transformation of certain portions of the soft oxide

takes place.

If the forming voltage of the hard anodization is more than

sufficient to transform the entire soft oxide film, the layer of

initially hard oxide switches from a slow growth (during the

soft transformation) to a more rapid growth. In any event, the

final thickness of the transformed soft oxide plus the initial

hard oxide depends upon more than just the forming voltage of

the hard anodization. See Figures 3 1 through 35 below. An

infinite variety of combinatior of soft and hard anodizing
o ,
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.9.

conditions can be put together to form a compound dielectric

with varying physical, dielectric, and perhaps optical proper-

ties.

01

'VI

'.

soft Al 2 0 3

" .. .' -..... alum inum

-,Eo

SiO2 substrate

Figure 31 Soft aluminum oxide on aluminum -

on a silicon dioxide substrate.
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r r

pt.

hard Al 2 03

SiO 2 substrate

%* I

Figure 32 Hard aluminum oxide on aluminum _
on a silicon dioxide substrate. .
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soft A!2 03

converted At 2 0 3

'aluminum B

16. ~SiO 2 substrate z

Figure 33 This figure shows the transforma-
tion of the originally soft oxide. Now present
is a region of soft - turned - hard as well as a .

thickened layer of hard oxide beneath. This
sample had an hard anodization forming voltage
of 300 V.
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Figure 34 Surface of a partially densified
soft/hard Al 2 0 3 film.
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444

Figure 35 Surface of the completely densified
soft/hard Al 203 film.
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A study of the data in Table Three indicates that when equal I

IZ

amounts of charge are utilized in both the soft and the hard

steps, the dominant growth mechanism is the barrier type.

When the coulombic utilization during the soft step is increased

to roughly three and a half times that used in the hard step, the

overall growth begins to be more dependent on the growth taking

place during the soft step. Since the growth rate (based upon a

coulombic utilization) of the combined -process is not in close

agreement with the growth rates of either the soft or hard

alone, it is evident that some sort of transformation of the soft

oxide is taking place during the hard anodization as well as the

additional growth of some amount of 'purely' hard oxide.

Prolonged anodization in the soft/hard process, that is

anodization past the point where Idi/dtl = 0.4mA/min in the

hard step promoted swelling. Generally, swelling was limited

to two times the thickness of the original aluminum and seemed

to be determined by the initial soft oxide growth.

It is apparent from the thickness and anodizing current

data, that either the current is not 100% efficient in creating

the oxide or that at higher current densities, certain phases of

I
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N- 0N

C 1. 3. 7. 0 140 5 . 30 .

A 1.5 13.7 9 1.1 20 .5- 5 -. 6000 1.
G 1.5 13.27 917.1 200 .6 6 2.9 6900 1.9

H 1. 12. 1 1. 200 1.823 14 15.6 3050 1.7

Table Three

Table Three Representative physical data
obtained from the soft/hard anodization of

the oxide are formed which require more formation energy. v~

Where the swelling is less than unity, it is probably because of
IN

etching during the prolonged anodization.

It w.\as also observed that freckles (see Appendix B) could be

eliminated at the Al12 0 3 /SiO, interface if the oxide was grown

all the way through the deposited aluminum. Such an oxide

might prove to be useful as an optoelectronic waveguide.

." t
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Dielectric Properties

Capacitance and the DF were measured using a General

Radio type 716 - B capacitance bridge; an oscilloscope was used

as the detector. A probe station was used to measure the

resistivity and breakdown field (see Appendix D for the diagram

of both of these set ups). To test breakdown, the voltage was

ramped at 2V/sec to the point of destructive breakdown.

Thickness measurements were made via scanning electron i

microscope photographs. Table Four is representative of the

data obtained.

A 18.15 54 .42 12.3 1.3

B 17.40 475 7.00 16.8 0.5

C 20.80 620 8.60 17.2 0.9

Table Four

Table Four Representative dielectric data
obtained from the soft/hard anodization of
A12 0 3.
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The observed breakdown voltage is up to 2.38 times the

hard anodization forming voltage. The breakdown field of the

purely soft oxide was 0.83MV/cm For a 5000A thick,

purely hard oxide the literature reports values between
.%,
%, .4.

3. 1MV/cm and 6.9MV/cm. For a 7000A thick soft/hard oxide

the breakdown field was found to be 7.4MV/cm. It is well -,

documented that given conventional wet anodization conditions, %

the breakdown field is considerably reduced as the oxide thick-

ens. The results of Merrill and West on breakdown fields were

up to 50% less for this thickness but their estimates on
24

thickness were based on an assumed value for Er Odynets et
26

at. obtained a breakdown field of about 6.9MV/cm with a

5000A thick sample but used a steel ball as the counter elec-

trode. As has been shown in literature , contF-t area influ-

ences the breakdown field and it is not clear how large this area
4P,

is when a steel ball is used.

It is evident that this soft/hard anodization process is

be able to create thick oxides with breakdown fields up to twice..

that which has been reported previously for either hard or other

soft/hard oxides. The results obtained also indicate that the
.: 2:

" " ' % " " " , " % '% " " * " " " % ' ' % ' - " .' " " ' ' i " " % ' " ' ' ' " .' .." , , " . . . . . . . . - " ' ' '
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applied field reacts to this soft/hard oxide as though it is

purely hard and entirely amorphous. ,

There is an apparent improvement of up to 100% in the

dielectric constant over that which is most often reported in the ,,

literature while the losses appear to be in the same range as

that reported by others.

As Figure 36 shows, the low frequency DF was much higher

than that observed at frequencies greater than 5kHz. Unbaked

samples showed very high DF values at low frequencies but

decreased rapidly to give similar readings as the baked films at

frequencies above 1OkHz. DF readings less than 0.005% at

5kHz were obtained in one set of samples. Capacitance in-
'

creased with frequency. In unbaked samples, the capacitance

density showed an initial decline up to 10kHz but then increased

with increasing frequency.

Direct current resistance of the films was measured over a

range of potentials with the HP 4145A Semiconductor Paramet-

er Analyzer in a reduced-noise environment (HP 16058A Test

Fixture). The relative humidity was noted and observations of

the increase of resistivity with time were made. Values of up

ia.
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18

to 1.28 x 10 ohm-cm at 17% of the forming potential were

observed on freshly anodized and baked 41cm2 size samples.
11

The value of p has been reported to be between 10 ohm-cm and
17 16,17

10 ohm-cm ; however, care should be taken to note at what

percent of the forming voltage this measurement is taken. Most

resistance measurements in which the applied voltage has been

recorded have been made at less than 5% of the forming potent-

ial. Since p decreases by orders of magnitude as the applied

voltage is increased, measurements taken at TTL compatible

voltages appear to be much better than those taken at higher

levels. It was also confirmed that the post anodization bake

does affect the resistivity of the film. See Figures 37a - 37c

and Figure 38 below.

Samples that were left exposed to the ambient were affected

by the humidity. Figure 39 shows the difference between the

DF measured after three months of exposure to the ambient and

after a subsequent bake.

The bake at 2501C for four hours brought back the dielec-

Ltric behaviour obtained after the original post-anodization bake...-

It was noted, however, that if the baking temperature exceeded

t avnote 
howtieve 

hatir the bakingl pot -mpraturen 
aexee

I-. S.

- ~ A ,%
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IGATE
(A)

IE-O3 ,

__ I I 2

decadel 2...""
/div;

I II 1 I *

1E-12L V _A - ----
.0000 100.0

VGATE iO.00/div (V)-

Figure 37a Leakage current versus testing
voltage performed on a soft/hard anodized
aluminum oxide capacitor. Notice the spikes
which represent 'healings' of the capacitor.
This procedure is not uncommon in the capaci-
tor Fabrication industry'.
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IGATE) A)

IE-03'- ' V i-

I _ - r I •
decade! i iI

dI I I

I.i iI i I

_ __I .-." > ~ - _ _

IE-12 1 -- - I I '- l
.0000 100.0

VGATE 1O.0/div (V)

Figure 37b Same as for Figure 37a but this
plot represents the third pass or ramping up of
the voltage. Notice that the capacitor has been
'healed' from most of its small defecLs up to
I00V. The following resistivies were ob-
tained for this 41cm2 , 8000A thick capacitor
structure:

Vtest (V) p (ohm-cm) -,

1.0 2.56 x I0 7

10.0 8.51 x t0,
50.0 1.28 x 10 t8

75.0 9.61 x 10' 7

100.0 5.12 x i0' 7

A.l+
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IGATE
(A)

rE-06: -----------

, I I , ,

decadei _/divi I i ,"

d%

i i! . ', 4 -- . .

I_ l I.:*,

I I -i '.

IE-12L I -..- _.0000 100.0
VGATE 10.00/div (V) 0.

Figure 37c Leakage current versus testing
voltage performed on a soft/hard anodized
aluminum oxide capacitor structure. This
sample had been exposed to the ambient for
more than four- months. The following resis-
tivities were obtained:

Vtest (V) p (ohm-cm)

1.0 3.57 x 10' s

10.0 5.33 x 1014
50.0 3.19 x 1014
75.0 1.67 x to0 4

100.0 7.60 x 10--
accur. + 0. 1

-- ,.-.
%" a "
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test

E 10-12 unbaked sample

E

1'-13

I I Iubaked sample

1 2 3 11 5
time ( minutes)

Figure 38 Sample conductivity versus time
-. characteristic for both an unbaked and a baked

sample of soft/hard A1 2 0 3 .

'%41
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8.0 *

7.o-0
t

6.0 I

5. pre-bake

0
° I1 q4. 0 -

l%'

2.0 I

post-bake ",

1.0

10 1~104 105 106

frequency (Hz)

Figure 39 Typical variation of the dissipation
factor with frequency for soft/hard oxide
exposed to an humid ambient ( R.H. > 50% )
for three months and after a four hour bake at
2500 C.
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the substrate temperature during the original aluminum deposi-

tion, there was a strong tendency for the aluminum to form hil-

locks which often pushed through the overlaying oxide. For

this reason, the baking time and temperature had to be control-

led closely.

Most of the samples that initially behaved like short cir-

cuits (when tested for capacitance) could be put through a

clearing or healing process one or more times and would then

give results similar to other capacitor structures. This

process consisted simply of applying a very gradually increasing

dc voltage across the plates until the current was observed to

jump very high momentarily and then drop to a very low level

(in the nA range).

In summarization of the soft/hard anodization process, it is

apparent that a wide range of physical and electrical character-

istics are obtainable. Improved dielectric properties were

observed in conjunction with both the soft/hard process itself

and with the reduction/elimination of the polycrystalline islands

in the film. It also appears that certain conditions of the

process can be set in order to enhance some electrical and
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I perhaps optical properties. Instability with exposure to the

ambient can be resolved by way of a sealing of the film.

r.

- ~ ,.'-~. ~ ~ ~% %~~ % N.~ %..% ~ v.



Energy Density

5%*

The theoretical energy density of a multilayered, :%

.4

parallel plate, MIM capacitor can be determined by the follow-

ing equation::;

Ed =E/Vol.-,

=(CxV )/(2 ×Vol) .

=(Er xE xoAxV )/(2x tt x (A xt))'"".:,.

r o.

(E r xV )/(2ti)(.)

where t -t. +tI m
, t. =thickness of the dielectric

tm=thickness of the metal

mmd

Er-relative permittivity of the dielectric

Eo-permittivity of free space

Vvoltage across the capacitor plates

SW.

.S.

-Vol-volEdmE Volh cl

(CV/23 ~ l
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I To increase the energy storage capacity, it is clear that a

high value for Er and V and a minimum t are desirable. A very

small value for t, however, may be impractical if it means

having to form too many layers and thus necessitate too many

man-hours to be cost effective in production. Nevertheless, by

substituting in values for these parameters that have been

brought out in this thesis, Ed could be as much as 32.8 MJ/m
3

(32.8 J/cm ). If we assume an average mass density of
3

3.3 g/cm for the MIM system, we could conceivably store one
3

megajoule of energy in a 1.07 ft volume weighing about 100 kg

(about 220 Ibm). This is approximately a 200 fold increase

over the 40J/kg capacitors currently available.

1..

Fabrication and Testing

In order to achieve a multilevel capacitor (MLC) device,

three approaches were tried. They, will be referred to as the

Anode Rotation approach, the Mask approach, and the

Hard/Soft/Hard (HSH) approach. The first of these three

processes was successful in creating a multilevel capacitor; the

second was unsuccessful and the third appeared heading for

I.
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success but requires further study. Each of these will be

discussed in detail.

Anode Rotation

A very simple way to create the comb structure necessary

for a MLC is illustrated in Figure 40.

The most important initial question to be answered was

whether or not the soft/hard anodization would create a dielec-

tric film over the entire wafer surface and remain short - free.

In other words, could we create a wafer sized capacitor struc-

ture?

Several two - level MLC structures were created and one

three - level MLC. Each level corresponds to a layer of dielec-

tric material. In order to be able to test each dielectric layer

on the three - level MLC, the rotation used was 90' rather than

1800 as was shown in Figure 10. Each level in the three -

level MLC underwent a different set of anodization conditions

in order to test the flexibility of the process.

The sample's first S/H anodization is illustrated in Figures

41 and 42 below.
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MULTILAYERI-, THIN FILM CAPACITOR
rest Design

Step I AV Anodize an alurnized wafer in either an

SAp O' hard or soft/har Aso ess to opt imu r
thickness.

A: C2O) section
A'A A 203 '

AA] 2 0 3 ' Aluminize wafer so that the whaoe wafer
Step 2 is covered except for area that the shadow

mask has been covering.

AA12A sdo CrossAsection,
mask

All Al 0
SaO2 ~ 3Is

A l' -2 clip
Step 3 Rotate the wafer 1800 and anodize as in

A1 2 0 3 ' step one..

Cross section A '
2 3

All A12 03 ' 03

Step I All At2e32 Repeat step two but with the opposite
electrode masked off.

Alt io&S section Al0z elte

l 3  
. A l e c r d

Si W/ S102

Step 5 Repeat ste ps one through for...

Figure 40 Process design for creating a mul-
tilevel capacitor structure called the Anode
Rotation technique.

Il
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Figure 42 Current density versus time
characteristic for level one hard anodization.
Vf 200V.
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The wafer went through a 20 minute bake at 130 0C between

the soft and hard anodizations in order to eliminate most of

the trapped water. Notice in the Figure above how this, coupled

with the higher pH dramatically affected the current density.

A shadow mask was used to cover part of the wafer during

the aluminum deposition. This prevented electrode/counter

electrode contact and thus a short.

Prior to the deposition of the counter electrode, the sample

did not receive a bake. Consequently, its initial DF at I kHz was

.unacceptably high. This was corrected in a bake after the"''

electrode deposition. It was found that the whole wafer did a,.

behave as a capacitor with a capacitance density of
2

16764pF/cm (477nF for the whole wafer).

It should be noted that during the hard anodization, the alu-

minum above the meniscus was observed to have some arcing

at only 130V. It was found that such arcing did not cause

shorting of the MLC; however, if the voltage was raised to

200V, some arcing below the meniscus was observed. Some

of these latter samples did show shorts in their MLC structure

during capacitance testing.

N -4I
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Figure 43 and Figure 44 illustrate the second dielectric

level's anodization.

14.

12)

10 .

raj 6 ..

1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9
tim e (m irxit ;

Figure 43 Voltage versus time characteristic
for level two soft anodization. J I.SmA/cm2

'l 1
I.

5.' o.]
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U
Jmax - 0.86 mA cm 2  140

0.3 arcing noted; voltage lowered 120

< t ooI I

E

:0.2 80

-60

0.1 -40

1 20

1 2 3

time (minutes)

Figure 44 Current density and voltage versus
time characteristic of level two hard anodiza-3 tion. Current density characteristic is semi-
quantitative for values between maximum and
minimums.

In later anodizations, it was discovered that most or all of

this arcing could be eliminated if the hard anodization forming

voltage was stepped as is shown in Figure 45.

Capacitance density tests done on level one showed that Cd
2

had fallen to about 11.8nF/cm after the second level's soft

anodization. After the hard anodization (2nd level), the first



I

382
500r

400 '-
* '[

> 300
" I

200
I

100 -- ~

time

Figure 45 Arcing during the hard anodization
on upper levels was minimized and in some
cases eliminated when the voltage was stepped
to the desired maximum.

2
level's Cd had fallen to about 11.6nF/cm . This seems to

5indicate that undesired anodization and/or swelling of the

sublevel is taking place primarily during the subsequent level's

soft anodization.

After depositon of the electrode, Cd (Cd for the two - level
2

device) was found to be approximately 94.3nF/cm . Cd (Cd of
I

the first level) did not change drastically during the aluminum

...
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depostion. Because dielectric levels one and two were differ-

ent thicknesses, there was some question as to whether or not

the individual capacitances of each level would simply sum

together to give the overall capacitance. However, this was the

case as Cd and Cd did sum together to give this structure's
1 2 2

Cd (note Cd = 83nF/cm). Based upon the SEM obtained
t 2

value for the thickness of dielectric film number two of 7500A,
IL

the relative permittivity, E r- 70. An increased surface area

probably contributes to this high value.

Figure 46 and 47 show the S/H characteristics of level

three. Note the low current density during the soft anodization.

The voltage did not rise as in the other soft anodizations

because the etch rate was somewhat larger than the growth

rate. The hard anodization forming voltage was stepped up with

each increase being up to the point just below arcing.

Figures 48 and 49 are cross sectional views of the three

level device. Note the balls of aluminum on the surface in

Figure 48 which developed during the breakdown tests.

Cd was measured to be 30.16 nF/cm ; Cd was meas-
3 2 23

ured to be 91.2 nF/cm. Ct = Cd was calculated to be

ci2
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2
102.4 nF/cm. It is again evident that further anodization

takes place on lower levels while upper dielectric layers are

being formed.

2.8

2.4

2.0

1.6

L12

0.8

0.4

SI I I p

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
time ( mir e-ut_;)

Figure 46 Voltage versus time characteristic
for level three soft anodization. J=I.SmA/cm 2

III
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1.5-70

1.4 2.16 mA/cm2  700

1peak value

1.3 600

1.2

.1.1. 500

1.0

0.9 J 400

E 0.8 

UE 0.7 300

0.5 - - 200

0.4

0.3 10

0.2

4 8 12 16 20 24
time (mirtes)

Figure 47 Current density and voltage versus
time characteristic of level three hard anodi-
zation. Current characteristic is semi-quanti-
tative for values between maximums and
minimums.
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~A4 k x- 0

Figure 48 SEM cross sectional photo of
three dielectric level capacitor. The aluminum
layers appear very granular possibly due to the
submerging of the sample in liquid nitrogen
before cleaving. Notice the puffy balls of
aluminum on the surface as a result of break-
down.
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Figure 49 SEM cross sectional photo. of
successful three level MLC.

Breakdown tests were performed on the individual layers

starting with layer two since it had the lowest forming voltage

then layer three and finally, layer one. Layer one was found to

be shorted before a breakdown test could be performed on it;

this was possibly the result of breakdown in layer two.

Table Five shows the results of these tests.

i,-, !.
~ V E
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Table Five

test dielectric maximLn breakdovm
layer forming voltage

voltage

2 90-O0*'*
2 3 514 620
3 3 514 520
4 3 514 560
5 3 514 600
6 1 200

* See Figure 45. The maximum forming
voltage is probably closer to 50V but is not
easily defined for this anodization.
*Voltage readings became erratic above 90V

Vb not determinable. See discussion.

Table Five Breakdown tests performed on the
S/H, three dielectric level capacitor. Test
were performed on each level individually.
The d V/dt = 2V/sec.

At the point of breakdown, arcing was widely distributed

(see Figures 50a - f) as if some substance trapped in the porous

structure of the upper part of the film had vaporized. If,

indeed, a dielectric by-product of the bath was trapped in the

film, this could help explain the high dielectric constant. Cd

and the DF of the structure varied with frequency in virtually

the exact same manner as the individual layers did.
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The Anode Rotation method was successful in forming a

multilevel capacitor. However, the fabrication of MLCs with

U even more layers using this method will have to overcome at

5 least two pitfalls. They are:

1. If anodization at lower levels is continuing via leakage

current, there may be problems with swelling, loss of capaci-

tance, polycrystalline formation, and even breakdown.

2. Each successive level appears to become increasingly

I roughened on the surface. This causes localized field magnifi-

3 cations. A polishing etch is highly recommended. An etchant

such as H 3 P0 4 (5%) + CrO 3 (2 %) + H 2 0 used at 85'C is

reported to remove surface protrusions and has a very control-

lable etch rate at this temperature of 2.7 A/sec. Using this

etchant between aluminum depositions would make the topology

more uniformly smooth and promote a more even oxide forma-

tion.
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99

Figure 50b Note large darker regions of
breakdown where cratering has proceded to the
lower aluminum electrode. Vaporization and
even ionization of the aluminum gas takes
place in these regions. See Appendix A for a
description of the pinch effect which is proba-
bly the main contributor to the breakdown
phenomenon (200x magnification).

. N
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Figure 50c SEM photo of the distributed
breakdown on the top of the third level.

-A

° 1 ~
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IL~

Figure 50d SEM photo -- same as Figure 50c
but with greater magnification.
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I

-4

Figure 50e SEM photo -- same as Figure 50c
but with greater magnification. This photo
seems to indicate that the porous surface of
the third level may have contained some
anodization by-product.

.9

lJ ' 5m.
£1';

, 1p

Figure 50e SM *pot ~ss iue 0
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Figure 50f SEM photo -- this cross sectional
view shows the site of the breakdown of level
two which may have caused the failure in level
one. Note the aluminum and the breakdown by-
products on the surface.

Mask Approach

Another approach to creating the comb structure involves

the use of conventional microelectronic, photolithographic

processes. A cross sectional view of the desired device is

shown in Figure 5 1.
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Al A12 03 Al _iL'

' Al
.O.OoO......OoO....

:,:,::,:,,',.v... ... .. . ================ """" .' , .:. . ....,.v-' r

sitir-ate

Figure 51 Cross sectional view of comb-like
structure which provides the two necessary
electrodes and an increased surface area
capacitor.

Two masks were developed to produce the above structure.

They are shown in Figures 52 and 53. Mask B is rotated 180'

each time it is used. The process proceeds as follows:

1. As with the Anode Rotation approach, this process begins

with an aluminized silicon wafer which, previous to aluminizing

has undergone a thermal oxidation (i.e. about 8000A of SiKD,

lies between the Si substrate and the deposited aluminum).

2. Mask A is applied to the wafer using positive photoresist

in the conventional manner.

N 4
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3. The wafer is soft anodized such that the entire thicknesc

of the aluminum film is converted to porous A120 3 e,cept

where the photoresist pads are located.

4. Now that a dielectric isolation of the pads exists, a

hard anodization is performed up to a forming voltage necessary

to densify all of the soft alumina. Under normal conditions,

without the previous isolation, the photoresist lifts off from the

aluminum at low voltages.

5. The photoresist pads are then removed with acetone; the

wafer is rinsed and baked as has previously been described, and

is ready for another film of aluminum.

6. One micron of aluminum is deposited on the wafer.

7. Mask B is applied and is aligned using the surface

protrusions caused by the lower level's alignment marks. A

similar anodization procedure is used as in steps 3 - 5.

8. Repeat step 6.

9. Repeat steps 2 - 5.

10. Repeat step 6.

11. Rotate mask B 1800 and repeat steps 3 - S.

12. Repeat steps 2 - 11 as desired.

, . . . . • i -i, , "I - " " ",, ,, "m "- . -. . C . C
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I-.- --4 0.5 Cm

t"- 3.0 cm

0.5 c j~Y~~~

Figure 52 Mask A for mask approach creation
of a MLC.

0.5 em 3.0 cm'

I _

Figure 53 Mask B for mask approach creation
of a MLC.

Figures 54 and 55 illustrate the problem encountered at the

offset. The photoresist cap caused a field intensification at its

edge. This resulted in a much more rapid localized growth of

the oxide. The growth was rapid enough in this case to cut off a

necessary part of the electrode.
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Figure 54 This top view shows the rapid oxide
growth at the edge of the photo resist mask
which caused a punch-through effect.

!~.
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A proposed solution to this problem is shown in Figure 56.

By staggering the thickness of the anodized film and reducing

the current density ( and growth rate), a slightly altered form

of the comb structure should be realizable.

Al AlO- Al

.... ~~ ~ ~ ....... !... iiiiisJi l... .... ..
............ ............ ........... . . .*.*

..~* . * .* * . .* * ~ . .. *. .. . . .*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i i i l iii i : : : .... .. "= ..... i : : " ........ ................. ...... .. ... ....... ... .. .... .. .... ....
" ' "''" ' " ".... .... ......

substrate

Figure 56 Cross sectional view of proposed
method to create comb structure via photo
resist masking. Note that the thickness of the
successive layer-- is staggered.

Hard/Soft/Hard Approach

In order to grow a thick, porous oxide within a reasornable

amount of time, a higher current density must be used.

However, because of the pinch effect (see Appendix B) caused by

localized field enhancements, the soft oxide growth nr he

'.1 At

~**~J ~ *
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unevenly distributed across the surface being anodized. To

provide a barrier other than the SiO2 (or what would be a

sublevel Al 20 3 dielectric if upper levels were being anodized)

a thin layer (e.g. i1000A) of hard alumina is formed on the

surface of the aluminum.

Next, another layer of aluminum is deposited and the wafer

is soft anodized with a current density of 2.5 mA/cm . The

soft oxide growth stops at the previously formed hard oxide

layer. If the hard oxide has weak spots, the porous oxide will

'punch through' and can form a soft oxide ccumn through the

aluminum beneath in an extremely short time. 'B

Thirdly, the wafer goes through a hard anodization with the

desired forming voltage. Another film of aluminum is depos-

ited and the whole process is repeated for each layer; the

Anode Rotation technique is utilized to create the electrodes.

This HSH approach was used to create two wafer scale

capacitor structures each with two levels of dielectric film.

Problems with aluminum deposition prevented the depositon of

the top electrode and subsequent testing. Preliminary capaci-

tance tests made on the first level ot diei-,tric r-evealed a

, .-

C.... 4"
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2

capacitance density of 9.2nF/cm . These tests indicate that the

HSH process is capable of producing MLC devices. The advan-

tage of producing thicker, hard, amorphous films repeatedly

may make this or a similar process more viable.

P.

Si



IV. CONCLUSION

The soft/hard anodization of aluminum is capable of produ-

cing alumina with a wider range of thickness while maintain-

ing the dielectric appearance of amorphous hard oxide. The

anodization procedure itself was altered to eliminate the

constant current density during the hard. anodization. This led

to the reduction and elimination of the formation of the dielec-

trically weaker polycrystalline Al 2 0 3 . These oxide films are

able to withstand very high fields, show an increased relative

permittivity and have desirable high frequency performance.

Densification of the previously formed soft oxide during the hard

anodization can be controlled to produce films that range from

almost purely soft oxide to almost purely hard oxide.

The fabrication of a multilayered capacitor using the

soft/hard anodization was successful in creating a three

dielectric level capacitor structure and demonstrated the wide

range of flexibility possible in the process itself. With some

104
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adjustments, such as using a thicker thermal Si0 2 on the

substrate to prevent leakage anodization and utilizing the Cr03 +

H3 PO4 etch to smooth the surface of the oxide, the creation of

MLCs with many layers appears to be possible.

The possibilities for use of the soft/hard oxide as described

in this report are extensive. The microelectronics industry

might be able to produce devices requiring capacitors with less

real estate or passivation layers with less leakage

current. The capacitor fabrication industry might produce

aluminum, rolled-foil capacitors with enhanced properties ani

there are, perhaps, some power conditioning applications even

in spacecraft.

%, J
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APPENDIX A

Although a capacitor is basically an energy storage device,

it is used in many other application-- such as coupling and

decoupling of electronic circuits, impedance level control,

filtering, and switching control. In this appendix, the basic

parameters describing the behavior of a thin film aluminum

oxide capacitor are examined.

Resistance

Electrical insulating materials should not carry cur-rent at

all when under the action of a direct current voltage. However,

all electrical insulating materials do carry a certain very weak

current. Thus, the resistivity of these materials has a finite,

though extremely high value. The higher the resistivity of the

dielectric, the better its quality. When the dielectric is used in

a capacitor structure, it can be modeled as having a series arid

a parallel resistance as the Figure Al illustrates.

A..
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Figure Al Equivalent circuit For a capacitor
showing series and parallel resistances. 3

When a high frequency AC signal is applied to the above

circuit, the parallel resistance tends to influence the signal

less. Under DC conditions, the overall resistance is the series

combination of the parallel and series resistances. Consid-

ering the bulk of the dielectric, its resistance can also be

classified as either surface resistance or volumre resistance.

The primary concern in a capacitive device is the volume

resistance. For a body with a constant cross section a and a

length i-, the volume resistance can be found from the formula:

k v --- P

RX
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The value of p, the volume resistivity, however, has been

found to vary greatly according to how the dielectric material
9

is dried. See Figure Ad below.
J0IC

I's

E 1014

1013

.) 1012"2

S10"
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too
200 400 600

temperature (C )

Figure A2 The drying or baking of the dielec-
tric material has a profound effect on its
resistivity. This figure is for- a sample polar
dielectric oxide.

p has also been found to be voltage dependent, decreasing as

the applied voltage is increased. When measuring the 1)C r-esis-

-W V
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tance of a given dielectric, it is necessary to maintain definite

temperatures, humidity and applied voitage. The AC resis-

tance can be determined by applying a square wave input to the

capacitor and observing its time constant.

'olarization

The most important property of a dielectric is its ability to

be polarized. The jiction of an external electric field brings the

charges of the molecules of the dielectric into a certain ordered

arrangement in space as showvn in Figure A3 below.

i

electric field .

G--G-G-

Figure A3 A\'r'rr, ment of charges in a
polarized dielectric siuY %matical l.

The polarization is equal to the limit of the ratio ui tii

electric moment of a certain volume of a dielectric to this

if



volume when the latter approaches zero. It can also be shown

that the polarization is equal to the surface density of the bound

if charges in the dielectric.

Permittivity

The parameter of a dielectric that determines its ability to

form a capacitance (energy storage) is the permittivity, E.

When the capacitance is measured, the perrnittivity can be

determined from the equation:

CzE x EXA x(N- 1)/zl

where is the permittivity of free space, ( is the relative

permittivity of the dielectric, A is tihe cross sectional area

orthogonal to the electric field, N is the rnumber of plates, and ,

is the thicknr ,of tho dielectric between th, ',)riJctin g plates.

Polar- dielectrics have per-wn itt ' rv dopen(tent upon

frequency, temperature, and hurmidity. Vgumr Al below shows

an example of thi; variation with FI JroiNVy."
PAI
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9

8

7 900c

600C

4

I -A

10' 102 103  104 105 0 6

frequency (Hz)

Figure A4 Typical variation of the dielectric
constant with frequency and temperature for a
polar dielectric.'

Loss Tangent

When an electric field acts on any matter, it dissipates

S;)rne of its energy into heat erergy. This is commonly termed

a; the expense or loss of power. In an idea I capacitor', Ow,

c-urrent should lead the voltage by 9() ° . In reality, this is riot

k-1 I If 111 I 10 ,Oy -()!If o
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angle 6 is called the dielectric loss angle. The tangent of this

angle is equal to the ratio between the active and reactive

currents or the ratio of the active power to the reactive power.

All other conditions being equal, the dielectric losses general-

ly increase with this angle. The values of tan 6 (very closely

associated with and often substituted for the power factor)

for good dielectrics are on the order of thousandths and even

tenths of thousandths. This loss factor has been shown to be

dependent upon frequency and temperature as well as post-

baking. Figure A5 illustrates the temperature dependence for

two dielectrics containing A12 0 3 .

Absorption

Dielectric absorption produces a res;a.,I charve i.n a

capacitor which is first charged at,. then shcted. Absorption

(,an be quantitatively o-,ilmated by tihe absorptiorn coefficient%

lj':!l Ito th i: tio of the residual volt ,e measured in definite

,r -id it ion-, to the initi: ' voltage. Table A1 below giv,. some

ex;irT l) e .

Fri

IS'
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1.0;

3.0

o

2.0 Mullerite

1.0
Cordierite

I I
100 200 300

temperature ( IC

Figure A5 The value of the dissipation factor
of Mullerite and Cordierite measured at 1
MHz. 9
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Breakdown

The two main kinds of dielectric breakdown are electric and

electrothermal. An electric breakdown developes as a result of

interaction of free charged particles accelerated by an electric

field with the particles of the dielectric. It is distinguished by

a short time of developement. Electrothermal breakdown

incorporates the heat of the dielectric losses. Figures A6 and

A7 show the results of both kinds of breakdown in thin film

aluminum oxide.

.

Figure A6 Liectric breakdown in this thin
film of ;ituriinur, oxide wa s -h;mr'teied by
it-, quick drvlop'm erl."

3. ,

- -' a 'V '3 ' '3 3 '3- -,.. . .
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II.

Figure A7 Electrothermal breakdown in an
anodized thin film dielectric incorporates the
heat of the dielectric losses.

DeWit et at. demonstated that the breakdown field is inde-

pendent of the oxide thickness which implies that breakdown,

although somewhat dependent on the contact material is really a

surface phenomenon and not a volume phenomenon. Breakdown

is completely determined by the introduction of an ion from the

surface into the volume of the oxide. Once this has occurred,

ionic conduction at that spot starts up which may lead to a

breakdown either by heating, as described by Ridley, or by the'0

buildup of space charge followed by electron injection, as

AI

Lr 

0 q \ 4 .M, \ % ~ .
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313suggested by Shousha. If breakdown occurs in another loca-

Lion, the remaining charge carriers are swept away.
32

O'Dwyer, however, showed that a dependence of the break-

down field upon the inverse of the square root of the film thick-

ness can be obtained; Klein and Gafni deduced that such a field

goes as the reciprocal of the logarithm of the film thickness.

It is evident that the basic mechanism of dielectric breakdown

is not fully understood.

Thermal Conductivity

In multilevel thin film capacitor design (utilized in pulsed-

power applications) perhaps the most important parameter to

consider is the thermal conductivity of the materials. Table A2

gives some sample values while Figures A9 and A9 show the

dependency of this parameter upon temperature for sever.,

oxides and for several alumina ceramics respectively.

Coo
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Table A2

material X, W/K-m

Air (in small clearances ) 0.025
Varnished cloth 0.13
Paper-based laminate 0.35
Fused quartz SiO2  1.25
Porcelain 1.6
Titanium dioxide TiO2  6.5
Crystalline quartz 12.5
Aluminum oxide A12 0 3  30
Germanium 55
Silicon 80
Beryllium oxide BeO 218
Aluminum 226-
Copper 390

Table A2 The thermal conductivity of several
types of materials including A12 0 3 . 9

,._

1%,

A -
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150

i*0,

BeO
2:7

I ~ 50

ThO 2  
.-

4100 800
temperature 0 C)

Figure A8 Thermal conductivity versus
4n temperature for several oxides.
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E
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23%

30%
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.1

I I .4..,

200 400 600
temperature (C0() .. '.

Figure A9 Thermal conductivity versus
temperature for alumina ceramics with
various porosities indicated in per- cent. '
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Appendix B

Proposal on the Growth Dynamics of Wet Anodized Alumina

If we were to assume the ideal case of an uniform electric

field between the anode and cathode, the field lines would all be

parallel and would appear as in Figure B1 below.

positive aluminum anode

Figure Bi E lectric field lines indicating an
uniform field strenoth giver, i ooth surface
on the anode and the cathode.

122
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Under more real circumstances, the surface of both the

anode and cathode are not perfectly smooth. Thus the field lines

between them are not of a uniform density nor parallel near

their surfaces. If we examine the surface o" the aluminum

anode closely, the 'terrain' has many hillo':ks and 'valleys'

These points of topological deformation present regions wh, re

the electric field intensity will be greater than in areas .vhere

the surface is smooth. Figure B2 show- this.

intensity and direction of ionic current

aluminum anode

Figure 132 I)calized intensi'.:"atior: of 1he,
electric field causes an in'::ase i, ionic
transporlt.

6z *
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I Under these conditions, the aluminum oxide will first begin

to form and grow at these points of more intense field concen-

tration. As the first incremental layers are formed, the

Kmajority of the formation voltage is across this dielectric.

This puts the thin but growing oxide in a state of imminent

electric (as opposed to electrothermal) breakdown which would

occur if the voltage gradient did not decrease as the oxide

thickness increased. Nevertheless, "he electrodynamics which

are characteristic of the pre-electric breakdown state take place

within the newly formed alumina. Research by V. Kuchin

permitted the establishing of the following pattern during pre-
9

electric breakdown.

The prebreakdown current passing through a dielectric

tv forms a magnetic field whose electrodynamic effect is to

compress the current (pinch effect) into a thin pinch, producing

therewith a radial electric field with an intensity of hundreds of

kV/m which causes the ions to move in a radial direction. At

tlhe maximurn compression of the pinch, the current density

along its axis exceeds by several orders of magnitude the mean

(-'irr-ent densi ty. ';ince the eier'gy of the iorir; in the g-'owing

, d
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dielectric under these conditions is much greater than that of

the electrolyte ions, oxide growth under the initial point of

oxidation takes place faster than under the surrounding surface

area. Figure B3 below illustrates this process. Note that

although the electric field lines in the electrolyte find new

points of maximum intensity as the anodization progresses, the

thickness of the alumina formed under them does not catch up

with that growing under the point of initial oxidation.

pg.

~~electrolyte i

A/0 magnetic

A/

Figure B3 Pinch effect of the magnetic field
causes an intensification of the ionic trarY;p()rt
and a radial/vertical growth pattern.

US
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There is a swelling from oxide growth at the oxide/electro-

lyte interface but primarily, the oxide growth is in a radial

fashion proceding away from the electrolyte. This growth pat-

tern, when anodizing a thin film of aluminum which has been

deposited on a dielectric substrate, will isolate small por-

tions (or 'freckles') of the aluminum as the anodization termi-

nates. See Figure B4.

arrows indicate direction oF growth

>1.

Al fv" k A/ 0., "
4"

Figure B4 Girowt[K pattern of oxide isolates
islands of aluminum at the s-urface of the
substrate. I'ilese ar',e r'ekr'rd to as fr'eekles.

Th ese freckles may be elimirV-te( I if th irpedance ,f' the

L substrate is weak enough to allow -t 'Firniirv; 1,A;kage (ctr'erit.

throut)Fi its) bulk.

,a'



Appendix C

The following Appendix is presented in tabular form. The

data contained herein are pertinent to the fabrication of any

anodized, thin film capacitor for use in pulsed power applica-

tions.
density 3.97 g/cm 3

molecular mass 101.9602

oxygen content by mass 47.07
melting point 2319.7±8 OK
boiling point 3253 OK
heat of fusion 108.86 PJ/kg-mole "
heat of evaporation 485.669 pJ/kg-mole
heat of formation 1675.557 pJ/kg-mole (-)
heat of combustion

a - Al 203  1670.952 pJ/kg-mole
- A12 0 3  1611.248 pJ/kg-mole

heat of decompositon
a - Al 2 0 3  1117.038 mJ/mole of 0
y - Al 2 0 3  1059.679 mJ/mole of 0 2

2
standard entropy 51.02 mJ/kg-mole degp
hardness 9 conventional units
magnetic susceptibility x 10" 0.098 m3/,g
work function , 7.75 x 1019
width of forbidden band 1.0 5.75 (x lO 9 J)
refractive index

),-rieF anodiZ( 1.612 . 67

AA.4.

Z5
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temperature specific resistivity of
OK single crystal alumina

ohm - cm
287 1 X 1016
473 3 X 1014

673 3 x 1012
873 4 x 100

1073 3.5 x 101
1273 5 x 106
1373 1 x 106
1873 8.1 x 104
1998 4.25 x 104
2083 2.9 x 104
2148 2.2 x 104

temperature thermal conductivity
°K X, W/m -deg
373 30.27
873 9.127

1273 6.154
1473 5.526
1673 5.485
1873 6.071

temperature linear coefficient of
K thermal expansion

a x 106/deg
373 7.1
773 9.7

1273 14.2

temperature Free energy of format ion
OKjpg/kgp mole

298 1580.098
1000 1106.765
1500 1281.161
2000 1168.117

, 3 .. ", ' t. ; ' . ,. .. ' .2 .).. . .. X,... . . % A. Z a
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temperature modulus of normal
OK elasticity

GN/m
2

473 372.67
673 362.86
873 353.05

1073 338.34
1273 315.79
1473 269.69
1673 201.04
1773 147.11 

temperature tensie strength a
oK MN/m 2

293 259.70
573 231.28

1078 235.20
1323 233.24
1403 216.58
1473 127.40
1583 44.10
1673 29.10
1733 10.78

temperature compressivc strenrjh
OK C omp' MN/m 2 "

293 2910
673 1170
873 132

1073 1211
1273 882
13/3 588
I113 T()
161/3 21't5

1 713 98
-8/3 19
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temperature specific heat capacity
OK C, J/kg -deg
10 P .419
25 2.093
50 18.422

100 132.303
150 328.664
200 509.115
298.16 774.977 or

temperature oxide dissociation pressure
\c N/m-

1727 A12 0 3  2.63 10-3

2000 A - A<pO 3  K 133 x 10- 5 0

0001 i1

2i-133

hexagonal prism (1 120); r'honbohedron
(0 112); texaponal bipyramid (1 123) arvi'

'a(0

200 1120,1

~~,%

Cry~I ofaluinumoxie (frm: pr.ent
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ICRYSTAL STRUCTURE
lattice constants, nm

a b c c/a
a - A12 0 3  Hexagonal .4758 1.2991 2.72

- A 2 03 Hexagonal .564 2.265 1.02
y - Al12 03 Cubic .790 2.07
0 - Al 2 0 3  Monoclinic .57 .290 1.18

x - Al 2 03 Cubic .795

crystal lattice enerpy 15520.468 pJ/kg-mole

a',

r !1
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APPENDIX D

Shown schematically below are the set-ups for- the anodiza-

Lion procedure, the measurement of capacitance and DF, and the

measurement of resistivity.

Hewlett - Packard

33 11 AFtrx-ion ' ,eaer r"

STeck-rv'nix
S440 Oscilloscope "

Gen~wo1 Radio
Type 716 -.

Capacitanrce Bridge jk

Set up for measuring the capacitance
and dissipation factor.

132
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Digital MulimterM

Digital Mliee

Power SupplyN
for constant voltage, hard

Z2Ci ~ Hewlett - Packard
62188 Power Supply
for constant current, soft
anodization

Set up For performing the
wet anodization.

Comning PC 10 1

Hot Plate/Stirrer

Hew lett -Packard

aa

Hewlett - Packard

5S(t UP f01 ;TI(ea ' uuing the r-esistivity,

[)ltt5s.

9 - ~'r-w~ ~ ~ .: ~ ~ % * *,-. '. us

- - ~P
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